No. When particle detectors are included particles do not follow the Bohm trajectories as we would expect from a classical type model.
Introduction
At the symposium the author presented a paper dealing with quantum correlations in fundamental and applied physics, emphasizing the fact that quantum correlations shed light on e.g., the nature of the photon [1] and the many aspects of the quantum interpretation problem such as the nature of Bohm trajectories [2] , complementarity [3] and quantum eraser [4] . Furthermore, quantum correlations Ðnd their way into laser physics and quantum optics yielding e.g., lasers that oscillate without inversion [5] and quenching of spontaneous emission [6] from excited atoms.
But the aspect of the talk which precipitated the most spirited discussion was the contention of Englert, Scully, Su ssman and Walther [7] (ESSW) that the Bohm trajectories can be shown to be ""surrealisticÏÏ by using a micromaser which way or Welcher Weg (WW) detector. That this conclusion should precipitate debate is understandable since Bohmian mechanics (BM) has undeniable charm. It provides an interesting perspective into quantum phenomena in that the Bohmian trajectories seem to provide more information and insight than quantum mechanics (QM) typically allows, see Fig. 1 . Furthermore, it is widely held that BM always agrees with QM ; so it would not, one would think, lead us into error. Finally, we recall that the Bohm trajectory approach to quantum mechanics played an important historical role in convincing John Bell that hidden variable theories are not ""ruled outÏÏ in the sense of Von Neumann.
Therefore, it might seem that BM is (at least) an alternative way to look at quantum mechanics might provide interesting insights. Could BM not be viewed in much the same spirit as stoachastic electrodynamics in which the addition of vacuum Ñuctuations to the coupled Maxwell (radiation) and Schro dinger (Matter) equations provides valuable insight into phenomenon such as the Lamb shift ?
Unfortunately nature does not seem to allow us to view BM as just another version of QM. The crux of the matter is this : In analyzing several kinds of interferometers containing WW detectors we Ðnd that the observed track of the particle is macroscopically at variance with its Bohm trajec-tory. As we shall see, the addition of a WW detector to BM forces us to accept a strange kind of non-local dynamics in order to explain the physics via Bohmian trajectories.
As might be expected, the conclusions of ESSW have precipitated strong reactions from the community of experts in BM. Uniformly the initial reaction has been rejection on the grounds that ESSW must be wrong. For example, Englert and Sussmann report that ""the Bohmians at the University of Munich were very upset by our results. They even said that we must have a mistake in our Mathematics ! But they never produced one.ÏÏ As another case in point L. Hardy (private communication) recalls that he had to Ðrst convince his collegues that there were no errors in ESSW before they could proceed with their work. More recently, Aharonov and Vaidman in an article entitled ""About Position Measurements which do not Show the Bohmian Particle PositionÏÏ [8] rexamine the issues by considering other types of WW detectors (e.g., a bubble chamber). They say : ""The examples considered . . . show that Bohmian trajectories behave not as we would expect from a classical type model . . . we were very reluctant to accept that the Bohmian picture is di †erent, in some cases, from a naive picture based on the outcomes of the experiments : we worked hard, but in vain, searching for an error in our and the Englert et al. arguments.ÏÏ However, it is fair to say that the ESSW analysis has led some workers to a rethinking of how we should view the Bohm trajectories. In order to present an abbreviated version of our arguments, we Ðrst summarize the de BroglieÈBohm approach to quantum mechanics in the next section. We review the way in which the micromaser can be used as a WW detector and recall the ESSW demonstration that adding WWÏs to the arms of an interferometer shows the Bohmian picture to be at variance with common sense in Section 3. We review some of the reactions to the ESSW paper in Section 4. Section 5 contains our conclusion : the Bohm trajectories are more metaphysical than physical.
The de Broglie-Bohm approach to quantum mechanics
In the early days of wave mechanics Louis de Broglie suggested an interpretation of wave/quantum mechanics in which the wave function W(r, t) acts as a guiding wave for the associated particles. Somewhat later David Bohm carried such ideas much further, developing the trajectory approach to quantum mechanics (QM) in essence Bohm formalized the guiding wave approach by deÐning trajectories according to the ""ÑowÏÏ Ðeld
where
and o(r, t) \ W*(r, t)W(r, t).
Thus the program is : solve the Schro dinger equation and get W(r, t) for the problem at hand. Then use this W(r, t) to generate the trajectories deÐned by eq. (1). Nobody could argue with this ; this is interesting and could yield new insights into quantum mechanics. But Bohm and his followers go further. They contend that Bohmian mechanics is superior to QM, yielding new insights and deeper understanding.
For example, a most intriguing aspect of BM is the noncrossing of trajectories as illustrated in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1a we depict the paths of quantum particles in an incomplete Stern-Gerlach interferometer. There we see that particle trajectories in the upper half plane stay there ; trajectories never cross. Thus it is argued that since particles follow the trajectories a particle which starts in the upper (lower) half plane is deÑected upward (downward). The wavefunction in BM is itself only a ""guiding ÐeldÏÏ, and the initial position of the particle is a kind of ""hidden variableÏÏ. This is clearly an intriguing point of view, but the implications are a little subtle, as we now explain. Consider the incomplete Mach-Zender interferometer of Fig. 1b in which the second beam splitter is missing. According to BM, the no-crossing theorem yields trajectories which guide the atom along path 2 into detector B and the center of mass wave function of the atom guides them along path 2 into detector B and path 1 into detector A, see Fig. 1b . These trajectories are not the ones we would expect from QM which predicts that atoms go along path 2 into detector A and along 1 into B, as per Fig. 1c . Figs 1b, c contain a key ingredient in the comparison of Bohmian and quantum mechanics.
Micromaser Welcher Weg detectors and Bohmian mechanics : the plot thickens
In a series of beautiful experiments it has been shown that atoms excited to Rydberg states state of Rb) can be (63P 3@2 made to emit a photon into a mode of a superconducting ultra high-Q microwave cavity upon passing through it, see Fig. 2 . Such a system can sustain maser oscillation with only one atom at a time in the cavity, and is called a ""one atom maserÏÏ or ""micromaserÏÏ [9] .
It is important to note that the photon is deposited in the cavity as a direct consequence of the dynamically local interaction of the atom with the cavity Ðeld. To see this we recall that a Rydberg atom lives for a very long time in free space (1 ms). However upon entering ""insideÏÏ the cavity it decays quickly. What causes this decay ? From a physical perspective we recall the image dipole picture of Purcell. He thought of the atoms as inducing image dipoles in the cavity walls which couple back on the atoms and ""stimulatesÏÏ them to emit.
Another approach emphasizes the fact that the density of states inside the cavity can be much larger than that of free space and the e †ective coupling between the atom and the cavity Ðeld is thus much larger inside the cavity. From either point of view the atom can be thought of as e †ectively coupling to the Ðeld only inside the cavity.
Furthermore the center of mass wavefunction of the atom is not a †ected by the photon emission, i.e., undergoes no recoil or deÑection, see appendix I. In view of these facts the micromaser makes an excellent WW detector for the center of mass motion of Rb atoms ; for further discussion see Ref. [3] .
With such which way detectors in hand we now turn to a summary of the key points of ESSW. Consider Fig. 3 , in which we have placed our WW detectors in arms 1 and 2 of the incomplete Mach-Zender interferometer of Fig. 1 . Now the wave function appropriate to Fig. 1 ,
in the presence of a WW detector, of Fig. 3 , is
where denotes the state for a photon o 1 1 , 0 2 T (o 0 1 , 1 2 T) in cavity 1 (cavity 2). Thus the micromaser cavities, used Fig. 2 . Atom having center mass wavefunction of t(r) enters a cavity in an excited state, upon passing through the cavity it leaves a photon and exits in the ground state. Such an arrangement can be used to obtain which path information.
Physica Scripta T 76 in this context, provide physically realizable WW detectors described by the entangled state (3b). Furthermore, the mere presence (we never need look into the cavities) of the WW detectors rubs out the interference cross terms ; i.e.,
Suppose we now reconsider the BM trajectories of Fig.  3b . with the micromaser WW detectors in place. Since the interference pattern is now gone, one reasonably asks : is the no-crossing theorem still in e †ect ? The answer is ""yesÏÏ on the grounds of general symmetry arguments. Since o([z) \ o(z) and j([z) \ [j(z), where z is the perpendicular distance from the beam splitter of Fig. 1 , we see that so the trajectories vanish on the z \ 0 plane,
and there is no crossing of trajectories. Now return to the question of how the WW photon e †ects our understanding of particle trajectories in QM and in BM, as per ESSW. This is summarized as follows : In QM the atom travels along, say, path 2 and emits a photon into cavity 2. The atom then proceeds through the interference region I and is detected in detector A of Fig. 3a .
Turning now to Bohmian mechanics, consider the case in which the atom proceeds along path 2, and will again emit a photon into a mode of cavity 2 upon passing through it. But now, due to the non-crossing of trajectories, the atom goes through I and proceeds to detector B : i.e., the wrong detector as per the discussion in the preceding paragraph. The conclusion, in view of this apparent di †erence between QM and BM : Bohm trajectories are not faithful to the physics of the problem, they are surrealistic.
Brief review and critique of responses to ESSW
A. Griffiths [10] in an article entitled ""Consistent Quantum ReasoningÏÏ says : "". . . consider the recent assertion by Englert et al. that Bohmian mechanics makes predictions (or at least retrodictions) which disagree with the results of standard quantum mechanics and also with common sense : detectors designed to detect particles passing through them can actually be triggered by particles which, according to the Bohmian interpretation, never come close to the detector. One might have imagined that this observation would have prompted advocates of Bohmian mechanics to withdraw or modify their claim that this theory reproduces all the results of standard quantum mechanics, especially given an independent veriÐcation of the essential correctness of the calculations by Englert et al. Instead, the response has been that standard quantum mechanics, in contrast to Bohmian mechanics, does not provide an adequate theoretical framework for sensibly discussing whether the particle passed through the detector ; thus one must take the Bohmian result seriously, as the precise outcome of a well-deÐned theory, however counterintuitive it may appear to be.ÏÏ B. Durr, Fusseder, Goldstein and Zanghi comment on ESSW [11] saying :
""In a recent paper it is argued that despite its many virtues È its clarity and simplicity, both conceptual and physical, and the fact that it resolves the notorious conceptual difficulties which plague orthodox quantum theory È BM itself su †ers from a fatal Ñaw : the trajectories that it deÐnes are surrealistic. It must be admitted that this is an intriguing claim, though an open-minded advocate of quantum orthodoxy would presumably have preferred the clearer and stronger claim that BM is incompatible with the predictions of quantum theory, so that, despite its virtues, it would not in fact provide an explanation of quantum phenomena. The authors are, however, aware that such a strong claim would be false . . .ÏÏ They proceed to say : ""At this point it would be well to ask, "What on earth is going on here ?Ï. The answer appears to be this : The authors distinguish between the Bohm trajectory for the atom and the detected path of the atom. In this regard it would be well to bear in mind that before one can speak coherently about the path of a particle, detected or otherwise, one must have in mind a theoretical framework in terms of which this notion has some meaning.ÏÏ They then go on to argue that the micromaser WW detectors do not deserve their name since any real detector must have many degrees of freedom.
We have responded to DFGZ in detail [12] , saying : "". . . yes, we do have a framework to talk about path detection : it is based upon the local interaction of the atom with the photons inside a resonator, described by standard quantum theory with its short range interactions only. Perhaps it is true that it is generally conceded that . . . [a measurement] . . . requires a . . . device which is more or less macroscopic, but our paper disproves this notion, because it clearly shows that one degree of freedom per detector is quite sufficient . . . Irrespective of what can be said in addition, we think that we have done a useful job in demonstrating just how artiÐcial the Bohm trajectories can be.ÏÏ C. Dewdney, Hardy and Squires in an interesting paper entitled ""How late measurements of quantum trajectories can fool a detectorÏÏ [12] they say :
""In a fascinating recent article entitled "Surrealistic Bohm trajectoriesÏ, Englert et al. have claimed to show that in certain experimental situations the Bohm trajectories di †er from observed trajectories, and hence presumably are nothing to do with reality. In this note we present a simpler version of their experiment, and argue that it reveals nothing in any way surrealistic about the Bohm trajectories, but rather illustrates in a dramatic way the inÑuence of the non-local quantum potential.ÏÏ In order to understand the non-locality of DHS we note that in their model (which is the stimulus for the incomplete Mach-Zender model of Fig. 3 ) detector 2 is missing. Their key point is :
""Then, even when the excited atom traverses path 2, it can emerge on path b de-excited, its energy having been transferred "nonlocallyÏ to the cavity-Ðeld mode by the action of the quantum potential as the atom leaves I and embarks on path b. A phenomenon no less real than the non-local correlations observed in Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen e †ects where similar inÑuences occur.ÏÏ Let us consider the DHS non-locality implied by the present model, i.e. the model of Fig. 3 . Their point of view is summarized in Fig. 4 . There we see that we Ðrst pass the excited atom through cavity 2 de-excite the atom and emit a photon. But, now DHS note that, when the atom enters I the action of the non-local quantum potential will annihilate the photon in cavity 2 and create a photon in cavity 1. That is, the non-local potential transfers the photon from cavity 2 to 1 when the atom passes through region I.
It should be noted that the notion of a non-local inÑuence in modern physics is by no means the private domain of B.M. Many life-long quantum mechanics consider nonlocality to be part-and-partial of the EPR problem. So we should not be too surprised if non-local notions appear in BM logic as well. However, this type of ""non-localityÏÏ is really due to ""common-causeÏÏ. For example both spins in an EPR experiment come from the same spin singlet (same common cause), and upon measuring spin 1 to be o ]zT we ""instantlyÏÏ project spin 2 into the state o [zT. But it is ""knowledgeÏÏ or ""knowingÏÏ that is non-local, and this information is not communicated superluminally. Nothing really shockingly non-local here.
Of course, it is possible to develop truly non-local hidden variable theories. The author is guilty of one such theory [13] in which it is stated that : ""It is found that a new type of hidden-variable theory is suggested by the quantumdistribution-function treatment of the EinsteinÈPodolskyÈ RosenÈBohm spinÈspin correlation problem which is in agreement with quantum theory but is "" "non-localÏ ÏÏ.
What does it mean ""non-localÏÏ in the context of Ref. [13] ? Only that the experiments on spin 2 must be made with the knowledge of the type of experiment (i.e. the axis of the Stern-Gerlach apparatus) to be made on spin 1, in order to reproduce the spin correlations of QM.
Clearly, the EPR (common cause) non-locality, or lack of same, is qualitatively di †erent from the dynamical DHS non-locality. In the words of DHS the energy is : ""transferred non-locally [e.g. from cavity 2 to cavity 1] . . . as the atom leaves region I.ÏÏ D. Aharonov and Vaidman in an article entitled ""About Position Measurements which do not Show the Bohmian Particle PositionÏÏ [8] reconsider and extend ESSW noting that :
"". . . BohmÏs theory yield[s] the same predictions for the results of experiments as the standard quantum theory. Therefore, clearly, there cannot be a technical contradiction between these two approaches. However, it is a legitimate question to ask how close or how di †erent are the concepts of the two theories. Friction between the basic concepts might lead to a direction for the modiÐcation of quantum theory ; the search for a useful modiÐcation was the goal of David Bohm.ÏÏ They further note that :
""We consider the following two principles desirable for a causal interpretation. In Bohmian mechanics in most cases they are indeed valid. However, as we will show, there are situations in which they are not. (I) A procedure which we usually consider as a good measurement of position should yield the position of the Bohmian particle.
(II) An empty wave (the one without the Bohmian particle inside) should not yield observable e †ects on other particles.ÏÏ Aharonov and Vaidman conclude, in part, that :
""The examples considered in this work do not show that the BohmÏs causal interpretation is inconsistent. It shows that Bohmian trajectories behave not as we would expect from a classical type model. Before seeing the examples discussed in this work we could think otherwise. In fact we did, and we were very reluctant to accept that the Bohmian picture is di †erent, in some cases, from a naive picture based on the outcomes of the experiments ; we worked hard, but in vain, searching for an error in our and the Englert et al.
arguments.ÏÏ
The AV paper presents the physics of the present problem in a clear and even handed fashion. They also analyze several interesting ""experiments,ÏÏ for example they use a bubble chamber to discuss WW measurements. In this case they consider a special ""delayedÏÏ or slow bubble chamber in which the tracks only appear some time after passage of the particle. Adapting their comments to region I of the incomplete Mach-Zender of Fig. 2 they say that : "". . . [O]ur particle moves inside a special bubble chamber. The bubbles created due to the passage of the particle are developed slowly enough such that during the time of the motion of the particle the density of the spatial wave function of each bubble does not change signiÐcantly. Then, what we will see as a trace of bubbles is the particle moving from the left to the right [i.e. following path 1 and hitting detector B] while the Bohmian particle, in fact, will move from the right side, stop, and come back to the right [i.e. it will follow path 1 and hit detector A].ÏÏ This should be of interest to DFGZ who wanted to see the problem discussed in terms of ""realÏÏ detectors with many degrees of freedom.
Conclusion
Daniel Greenberger (private communication) has summarized the usual picture of non-local e †ects in BM as being like radar guiding a ship ; whereas the Dewdney, Hardy and Squires type of non-locality involves the teleportation of energy. Clearly this is a stronger type of non-local action.
Concerning the ESSW problem and the Aharonov and Vaidman extensions, they make the following strong, well taken, statements :
""We believe that the observations we make in this work are somewhat disturbing for a physicist who wants to see in the causal interpretation the Ðnal word about the world.ÏÏ But they also note that :
""[BohmÏs] vision was that the causal interpretation should suggest a way for generalization to the next-level theory which also, by no means, will be the Ðnal theory of the world.ÏÏ The ESSW point of view [14] is that : ""A supporter of Bohmian mechanics would insist that the atom went along its Bohm trajectory through one of the detectors, but left its mark in the other one. But, in arguing this way, is he not putting away with the basics of Bohmian mechanics ? For, on the one hand, the retrodicted Bohm trajectories are supposed to be "truely realistic,Ï on the other hand, checking them out is forbidden or, at least, impossible. We conclude :
The reality attributed to Bohm trajectories is not physical, it is metaphysical.ÏÏ Does this mean the BM is without value and should be put aside ? By no means, we have already noted that BM played a seminal role in BellÏs thinking. The best perspective is perhaps that of Aharanov and Vaidman who say :
""If we follow David Bohm, viewing his theory as an alternative formalism which should lead us to fruitful generalizations and modiÐcations, the difficulties we have discussed can be considered on the positive side as showing a direction for constructing a better theory.ÏÏ
Appendix I.
It is instructive to consider the center of mass wavefunction and initial atomic states of the atom as it interacts resonantly with the cavity, see e.g. Ref. [1] . The Hamiltonian is now
] +gu(z)[pü as ] pü sa], (A.1) where and z are the center of mass momentum and posi-P z tion, g is the atom cavity coupling frequency (104 Hz), u(z) is a mesa function which is zero outside and unity inside the cavity and p (ps) and a (as) are the lowering and raising operators for the two internal atomic levels and the Ðeld respectively.
We proceed by using the eigenstates Please note that it is only the time inside the cavity that counts. The photon emission process is always (physically and calculationally) driven locally by the action of the cavity Ðeld on the atom.
